Games That Connect with Kids

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Making connections is one of the most rewarding experiences kids can enjoy. Finding out which peg fits in which
hole, discovering what puzzle piece fits where, are achievements that generate a strong sense of satisfaction. Their
understanding of connections grows as they learn how
separate parts come together to create a whole or to
complete a task. Introducing kids to toys and games that
explore connections supports their spatial thinking and
problem-solving skills in fun and creative ways. The following items are guaranteed to connect with kids fast!

by Gerry Paige Smith

Gears Gears Gears

Snap Circuits, Jr.

Puzzling out the ways that
gears and cogs interlock is just the
beginning as small hands explore
how to get them connected and
moving. Large, colorful, uniformly
sized plastic gears easily link
together in both horizontal and vertical planes to create mechanically
moving assemblies. This set comes
with base plates, pillars, and extenders, plus an activity
book to help early engineers establish their first connections.
Supporting fine motor skills as well as problem-solving skills,
Gears Gears Gears gives kids confidence to craft their own
moving marvels.

With color-coded pieces
and easy instructions, the
daunting world of electronic
circuitry is greatly simplified through Snap Circuits,
Jr. This kit includes over 30
components that easily snap together to build working circuit
boards that power a musical doorbell, voice-controlled lamp,
a flying saucer and more! The included project guide features
large colorful instructions for over 100 projects. Once kids gain
confidence constructing these basic circuits, more elements
and projects can be added through related Snap Circuits kits.
Sparking an early interest in electronics is just a few clicks away
with Snap Circuits Jr.!
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Qubits

Goobi

Deceptively simple, the 42
pieces of colorful plastic segments
in the travel-sized Qubits pack
inspire a surprisingly broad range
of projects and exploration for kids
as young as five (while remaining
likewise appealing to much older
fans of building toys). Fostering
an early understanding of modular
design and geometry, Qubits snap-together to form versatile
shapes and structures. Additionally, Qubits are also compatible
with Lego, K’nex, Hot Wheels and Lincoln Logs opening up fascinating options for cross-constructions and expanded projects.
From towers three feet tall to six-inch long sleds, the inventive
possibilities with Qubits are immeasurable!

The Goobi Construction Set
is an ideal early exploration of
three-dimensional geometry for
kids. Colorful rods (with magnets embedded within the ends)
connect with round iron ball
“joints” to form multiple shapes
and structures with ease. The
illustrated instruction book offers additional projects that explore
the attractive and repulsive properties of magnetism safely.
While the box indicates compatibility with ages three and up, this
Goobi set is best enjoyed by kids a bit older who have the attention span and motor skills to fully explore the possibilities of this
fun collection of elements. Fostering an early understanding of
architecture, Goobi is good to go for young designers.

(Goobi)
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Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
The Magic of an Unlikely Friendship
For small children, making friends is often a matter of simply sharing the same
interests. Common ground is certainly the most fertile soil to nurture a fast and easy
friendship. But there is also great value in the friendships that develop between
more unlikely pairs. Finding areas of compatibility, discovering languages that each
can understand, and exploring the ways that each complements the other are all
elements that build character in both sides of an odd pair. The following titles inspire
kids to look among the unlikely candidates for new companions, and to put in the
extra work that make these special friendships so worthwhile.

Pig and Small

by Alex Latimer (Peachtree)
Realizing that it’s not normal to wake up with a persistent ‘squeaky’ face, Pig’s investigation of his
snout reveals a small bug on the end of his nose. It’s clear from the way that Bug is enthusiastically
waving his arms and squeaking that he wants to be friends. So Bug and the much larger Pig try doing
some things that friends do together. But tandem bike riding with Bug makes Pig feel like he’s doing all
the pedaling. And a game of chess with Pig leaves Bug exhausted from simply moving a single piece.
Just when it seems like they won’t be able to bridge the gap in their budding relationship, the winds of
fortune change and they find an area of interest they can both explore together. Readers will discover
with Pig and Bug many things that friends can share no matter their differences!

Felix Stands Tall

by Rosemary Wells (Candlewick Press)
Felix doesn’t have a best friend until Fiona walks right up and asks him to be hers. He’s excited to
have a best friend, but to keep up with the outgoing Fiona, the more timid Felix will have to step outside of his comfort zone. Fiona (who loves costumes and performing) insists that Felix join her on stage
for the talent show. She teaches him how to sing and dance, and their hard work produces a first prize
at the show. But it also produces bullies the next day who tease Felix about wearing a costume and
singing. When Fiona quickly steps in and banishes the bullies, Felix wants to learn how to stand tall
like her. Their new friendship levels up as Fiona teaches Felix how to ‘armor up’ when facing bullies.
Highlighting the bravery that unique friendships can generate together, this title is a gentle inspiration
for kids to stand together against bullies.

Two Speckled Eggs

by Jennifer K. Mann (Candlewick Press)
When Ginger’s Mom says she can invite all the girls in her class to her birthday party, she’s
delighted. But Ginger struggles with the idea of including Lyla, the odd girl in her class that smells like
old leaves and who one time brought a tarantula to show-and-tell. On the day of the party, Lyla arrives
first followed by the loud crowd of their classmates. And Ginger’s carefully planned agenda goes off
the rails as the rowdy girls mess up all the games and turn their nose up at Ginger’s coconut pineapple birthday cake. Just when Ginger thinks her party is ruined, there is a quiet Lyla, who likes Ginger’s
cake. There in the chaos is Lyla, whose gift is a handmade nest with two malted milk speckled eggs.
As the other girls make their goodbyes, Ginger and Lyla are actually connecting for the first time. Celebrating the small commonalities that can form the beginnings of great friendships, this title is a moving testament to true camaraderie.
Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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